SEEKING FOOD ACCESS TRANSLATORS

Are you a local food fan who is fluent in Chinese (Simplified / Traditional), Mandarin, Cantonese, Amharic, Vietnamese, or Russian?

Help us translate Food Access program materials! Your time and expertise will help make fresh, healthy produce more accessible to those in need.

THE DETAILS: FRESHFARM is seeking translators to support our food access work, including our Fresh Match and Produce Plus programs. We are looking for contractors (project based; $22-25/hour) or volunteers excited about one or more of the following:

- Provide in-person translation support for customers at local farmers markets:
  - Markets are located throughout Washington, DC, Maryland, and Virginia; and happen throughout the week
  - Markets operate outdoors - rain or shine - all year round

- Translate FRESHFARM food access communications materials (flyers, social media posts, newsletters, etc.):
  - Such projects can be done remotely; access to a personal laptop or tablet is required

- Provide responsive translation and / or interpretation for food access program participants via email and/or phone to ensure that customers receive effective support from FRESHFARM and other local food access providers:
  - This work can be done remotely; access to a personal smartphone, laptop, or tablet is required

WHY JOIN THE TEAM?

- Help FRESHFARM achieve our mission of creating a more equitable, resilient, and safe food future by connecting people to their food through farmers markets, education, and innovative food distribution programs
- Build vibrant relationships with staff, vendors, customers, and other local community members from all walks of life
- Access an abundance of peak-season local foods at market!
INTERESTED?
Email produceplus@freshfarm.org for more information